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How to edit display settings How to save a new copy of this 
E-magazine

How to text search How to use zoom options and 
move around an enlarged page

Guide to PDF Reader

Select “View >> Page Display” to edit the way 
you like to read E-magazine.

Press “Ctrl + F” and enter keyword(s).
If no match is found, broaden the category of 
keyword(s). This search function works on exact 
match of keyword(s).

Press “Shift + Ctrl + S” or select the 
“Save” option, and confirm your 
selection by choosing “Save a copy”.

Click either                    icon to zoom in or out 
a page.

“Hand Tool” enables moving around an 
enlarged page for reading convenience.

* The above guidelines are based on Adobe Reader. When using other PDF reading software, check “Help” function to 
edit page display settings. If reading this PDF E-magazine via Chrome, Firefox or IE, enable Adobe Plug-in to improve 
viewing experience.
Please feel free to comment regarding using this E-magazine by emailing: buyerservice@cens.com
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WISE CENTER PRECISION APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No.18, Wei 6 Road, Chung Kang EPZ., 
Tsao Nan Li,Wu Chi Dist, Taichung City, Taiwan
Tel: 886-4-2657-0580   
Fax: 886-4-2657-0560

Power Shears, Pruners, garden loppers, shears, cutters
Wise Center Industrial Group Inc.

Since its foundation in 1991 in Taichung County, central Taiwan,Wise Center Industrial 
Group Inc. has been dedicated to producing garden tools on the OEM and ODM basis.

Concentrating on garden cutting tools, Wise Center mainly supplies lopping 
shears, hedge shears, pruners, grass shears,tree pole prunersand saws 
and PVC pipe cutters. Also, conventional and foldableladders and 
sprinklers, rakes and related garden accessories are also buyable 
in its current category.

In line with the growing trends of easy-to-use, lightweight and 
female-friendly garden tools, the company has also achieved 
an excellent balance between weight and durability in its 
products. All of its garden cutting tools are finished with 
bright surface and designed with improved structure 
for better leverages.   Also featuring stylish exterior 
designand comfortable grips, the company's designand comfortable grips, the company's 
garden tools prove popular in Europe and 
North America. 

E-mail: wise.center@msa.hinet.net   http://www.garden-tools.com.tw
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剪刀 | Garden Cutting Tools 

Health-enhancing Leisure Gardening to Drive 
Popularity of Cutting Tools 
Garden Media Report says Americans actively engage in gardening for well-being
Gardening is increasingly associated with a healthy lifestyle, according to 
the "2015 Garden Trends Report” issued by Garden Media Group that says 
“People (in the U.S.) see both outdoor and indoor spaces as extensions of 
themselves and are making conscious decisions to use plants and garden 
products as tools to increase their overall well-being, lead a sustainable 
lifestyle and make positive impact on their communities and the planet.”

With ever more consumers engaged in leisure gardening to not only 
enjoy playing in dirt and nature, but to create healthy lifestyles and 
individualized spaces in their backyards, the so-called “Bed Head” garden 
style is therefore identified by the report as a growing, interesting trend 
among others.

The report indicates that the “Bed Head” style means the purposefully, 
casually non-styled outdoor spaces created from the result of intentionally 
working within the natural landscape, which calls for use of native 
plants to increase diversity, balance and ecosystems without too much 
water consumption in irrigation, primarily because gardeners with such 
preference tend to be inherently laid-back. Within this scenario, easy-to-
hold, budget-priced garden cutting tools, including floral scissors, hedge 
shears, loppers, pruning shears and many others are likely to gain more 
popularity in the near future.

For global buyers and entrepreneurs interested in the gardening product 
market, Taiwan has a sound reputation as an ideal source of high-quality, 
marketable garden cutting tools, with the industry going back many 
decades and boasting a considerable number of suppliers clustered in 
Taiwan’s central region covering Changhua and Taichung, where suppliers 
with exceptional production techniques and flexibility, as well as excellent 

R&D capability, have worked with global buyers to effectively help build 
sales and profitability. 

A few notable suppliers include such globally known names as Wise 
Center Industrial Group, Winland Garden Tools, Jiin Haur Industrial and 
Ho Cheng Garden Tools, all of whom have just launched new products to 
meet demand resulting from the abovementioned trend.

Garden cutting tools with light weight and user-friendly functions are popular with 
ordinary gardeners. (photo courtesy of Wise Center)

Recommended list of excellent suppliers

WISE CENTER PRECISION APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
PRO: planet gear garden shears

WINLAND GARDEN TOOLS CO., LTD.
PRO: Heavy Duty Bypass Pruning Shears

BOR SHENG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
PRO: Garden shears

JIIN HAUR INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD
PRO: 8-1/4" Drop-Forged By-Pass Pruning Shear

HO CHENG GARDEN TOOLS CO., LTD.
PRO: Double gear bypass lopper
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Watering/sprinkling Equipment and Accessories | 灑水器

Edible Gardening to Fuel Growth of Watering & 
Irrigation Equipment Suppliers
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs reports rising trend of edible gardening in EU
With occasional reports of food shortage resulting 
from climate change and tainted foods as well as 
people more aware of the importance of healthy 
lifestyle and food, edible gardening or growing 
one's own fruits and vegetables has emerged as a 
focal point for consumers and backyard gardeners 
in developed countries, a trend confirmed by 
not just market observers, but also European 
governments.

For instance, CBI (Centre for the Promotion of 
Imports from Developing Countries), an agency 
under the Netherlands’s Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, issued a report two years ago to indicate 
a significant trend for growing one's own food, 
including vegetables and herbs that are seen as a 
more sustainable and healthier option than going 
to the grocery store, across the euro bloc. Health 
consideration aside, the sense of satisfaction and 
bragging rights with presenting one's homegrown 
crops at the table is also among incentives for 
consumers inclined to be backyard farmers.

Consumers’ tendency for growing own food in 
their gardens, backyards and even balconies has 
gained popularity in the U.S. over the past few 
years as well. According to a report by Garden 
Media Group, an estimated 47 million Americans 
had plans to growing edibles in 2013, up 3 percent 

from 2012. Consumers’ participation in growing 
crops at home is expected to further increase in the 
coming few years, given that 73 percent of polled 
consumers in Garden Media Group’s survey agree 
“Growing Your Own Food” assures better taste, 
nutrition and quality, the substantial elements of 
a healthy, enjoyable lifestyle. This will lay a solid 
foundation for promising growth of the segment 
for watering and irrigation supplies, in addition to 
conventional lawn maintenance.

For suppliers of those products, the rise of 
greenhouse food production is equally important to 
the trend mentioned above. With steadily surging 
global population, along with climatic instability, 
raising concern about crop production, greenhouse 
equipment, including watering equipment and 
related accessories, has created a lucrative market 
segment worthy of the suppliers to pay attention to 
and develop.

Meanwhile well-informed buyers can attest to the 
large number of suppliers of watering and irrigation 
supplies and accessories in Taiwan, such as 
Cheng Yeau and Kenswell Tube (hoses), Newbud 
Industrial (sprinklers and hose fittings), Rong Lih 
(hose reels and hangers), Gui Yo (water wands, 
nozzles, sprinklers, timers, etc.), and Ruey Ryh 
(spray nozzles, sprinklers, etc.).

Taiwan has a large number of professional 
manufacturers of watering and irrigation 
supplies and accessories (photo courtesy of 
Cheng Yeau). 

Recommended list of excellent suppliers

CHENG YEAU CO., LTD.
PRO:  G-hose Extendable & Elastic Garden Hose

NINGBO MAMMOTH HARDWARE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
PRO: Hose Connector

NEWBUD INDUSTRIAL CORP.
PRO: Outdoor Misting System

RUEY RYH ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
PRO: 8 Pattern Water Nozzle

RONG LIH ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
PRO: Two-In-One Hose Reel
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Rising Popularity of Gardening Stateside to 
Benefit Taiwan's Product Suppliers

Garden Trends Report 2014 confirms trend for gardening in USA
The U.S.-based Garden Media Group, a gardening market research firm, 
has issued its 2014 Garden Trends Report that pulls together findings from 
global market research firms, consumer media and experts within the 
home and garden industry to summarize several trends among consumers 
in the country, including growing concerns about responsible food waste 
management; increasing willingness to grow edibles and fruits in gardens 
and yards; more spending on dressing up gardens with simple elegance or 
exotic elements; rising attention to indoor greenery; the rise of the so-called 
fingertip gardens; and more participation of young people in nature.

The emergence of those trends points to the fact that consumers are 
spending more leisure time not just at home, but outdoors and decorating 
their gardens, a transition being driven by both social and societal trends, in 
which people are socializing more, hosting garden parties, lawn games and 
brewing events. Additionally, the report says that concern for the natural 
world and living a healthy life are impacting what consumers grow, what 
products they are investing in and how they live outdoors, while the shifting 
roles of the sexes are influencing how life is lived both outside and inside.

Under the scenario, the global market for gardening and outdoor living 
products is forecast in the report to keep expanding by 3.5 percent yearly 
through 2016, when overall demand will reach US$220 billion. With the 
number of DIY gardeners being estimated to have exceeded 85 million last 
year, food gardening has outpaced flower gardening as the major growth 
engine for the overall market.

Inevitably Taiwan stands to benefit from such trend and play an instrumental 
role in its growth, as the island boasts a thorough supply chain of gardening 
tools and equipment, having gained solid manufacturing reputation among 
global buyers. Following years of promotion, Taiwan-made gardening 

products have proven sought-after worldwide, 
particularly in developed countries, mostly 
thanks to better quality and utility achieved 
by makers’ steady focus on innovation that 
enable end-users easy, efficient gardening. 
Global gardeners can rest assured that 
the popularity to decorate, work 
gardens can proliferate as dictated 
by global trends and personal 
preferences as long as the 
island continues to supply 
the world its high-quality 
gardening tools and 
equipment.

Taiwanese suppliers of garden tools and products have been reputed globally for 
strong R&D capabilities. (The photo of a cordless electric grass trimmer from 
Taiwan’s Jinn Haur Industrial)

園藝工具 | Gardening Tools 

Recommended list of excellent suppliers

CHUANG LION IND. CO., LTD.
PRO: Specialized lawnmower blade wrench

HANDYMAN PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
PRO: Adjustable tree staker

CENS.com
PRO: Trowels

CENS.com
PRO: Rakes, hoes and forks
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Agricultural Machinery and Accessories | 農業機械

Growing Population to Drive Development of Farm 
Machinery and Equipment Sector 
TechNavio predicts global agricultural machinery market to grow at CAR of 7.97% during 2013-2018
Mainly used on farms to minimize labor input and raise efficiency, irrigate, 
harvest and help enhance profits, with smaller versions also used for 
gardening and landscaping, agricultural machinery and equipment continue 
to gain popularity all over the world, especially when crop production has 
become an exigent issue among global governments amid the steadily 
growing global population, particularly in mostly poor, developing nations 
as India, Indonesia and the Philippines.

According to the results of the World Population Prospects: The 2015 
Revision published by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of 
the United Nations, the world population reached 7.3 billion as of mid-
2015, suggesting that the world has added one billion people or so over the 
past 12 years. Of the total, Asia accounts for around 60 percent, compared 
to Africa with 16 percent, Europe 10 percent, and North America 5 
percent. The report says the global population is projected to increase by 
more than one billion people within the next 15 years, to 8.5 billion by 
2030, 9.7 billion by 2050 and 11.2 billion by 2100. Such growths will 
pump growth momentum into the global market for agricultural machinery 
and equipment, which are necessary to further ramp up crop production.

In light of the trend, TechNavio, a global market research firm, predicts 
global agricultural machinery market to grow at a compound annual rate 
of 7.97 percent over the period 2013-2018 in its “Global Agricultural 

Machinery Market 2014-2018” report, with the persistently surging 
global population being a key factor driving the growth. While global 
makers have applied more new technologies in enhancing performance 
and functionality of their machines to compete and build profitability 
amid future development of the sector, fluctuating prices of raw materials, 
however, could undermine growth of this market.

Among the many kinds of agricultural equipment, including harvesting 
and seeding machinery as well as wool pressers, grinders, windmill and 
mixers, tractors are the largest product group in the market. Asia and 
Africa, the two most populous continents as mentioned above, continue 
to witness higher adoptions of modern agricultural machines in farming, 
where the demand is more than twice that of other regions, with China and 
India leading the growth in market demand.

Despite not being known for supplying tractors and other large-sized 
agricultural machinery, Taiwanese suppliers in the industry, nevertheless, 
possess ample expertise and capacity to develop and manufacture related, 
light-duty agricultural equipment as pumps, watering or irrigation supplies, 
spray wands, nozzles and other accessories. With strong commitment to 
quality, performance and customer satisfaction, most of them have built 
solid footholds all over the world as trustworthy partners.

Taiwan has lots of competent suppliers 
of light-duty agricultural machinery and 
related accessories.

Recommended list of excellent suppliers

JIOUN CHURAN CO., LTD.
PRO: Throttle Control Cables & Throttle Control Cables

SANE JEN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
PRO: Foldable Wire Containers

CENS.com
PRO: Trimmers
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戶外照明 | Outdoor Lighting

Garden-tainment Trend to Help Fuel Growth of 
Decorative Garden Lighting 
Garden-tainment Trend to Help Fuel Growth of Decorative Garden Lighting 
Lighting has always been regarded indispensable in any worthwhile 
gardening setting, especially when “Garden-tainment” has emerged as the 
latest trend among consumers who are looking for new ways to jazz up 
social activities in residences. 

The term "Garden-tainment" is coined by market observers to depict the 
consumer trend for moving parties outside from the home, as well as a 
way to personalize outdoor spaces for more purposes, especially when 
newly sold houses in the U.S. are getting smaller in size.

With the National Association of Home Builders predicting size of homes 
to shrink by 10 percent in 2015 on average, ever more people therefore 
go outside the home for not just holding parties, but dining, cooking and 
entertaining, observes Garden Media Group. Another interesting result 
in the 2014 Casual Living and Apartment Therapy Outdoor Decorating 
Survey published by Casual Living also justifies the observation, showing 
that 62 percent of millennials, 46 percent of Generation Xers and 24 
percent of Baby Boomers are spending more time outdoors. Also notable 
is that 85 percent of millennials polled in the survey rate outdoor rooms as 
“Very Important” or “Important,” compared to 83 percent of Generation 
Xers and 74 percent of Baby Boomers.

With Americans gradually showing higher preference for outdoors rather 
than indoors for socializing, garden lighting is hence becoming more 
important as garden decoration, particularly lighting products with stylish 
exterior design that can be harmonized with and accentuate plants, flowers 
and lawns, with sufficient brightness to allow outdoor activities to take 
place even at night, soft colors that add to the charm of a garden, and low 
power consumption that helps cut electricity bills.

Trying to capitalize on the trend, some Taiwanese lighting manufacturers 
have diversified into garden lighting, and worked out functionally 
impressive products that have proven sought-after by end-users 
worldwide. For example, a supplier on the island has launched a post lamp 

built with photovoltaic and power-storage technology, making the product 
a great solution for energy-saving garden lighting without installing cables.

The post lamp is built by a Taiwanese supplier with solar cells and 
advanced power-storage technology.

SUNHUI NEXI DEVICE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
PRO: Multi-purpose LED Light with Power Bank

CENS.com
PRO:  Garden Lamps

CENS.com
PRO: Outdoor Lights / Streetlights / Work Lights

CENS.com
PRO: LED Lamps

Recommended list of excellent suppliers
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Lines Between Indoor and Outdoor Furnishings Are 
Blurred in the USA
Global Industry Analysts Inc. says U.S. outdoor furniture market to exceed US$5 billion by 2017
Outdoor furniture was once generally regarded as inexpensive furnishings 
with monotonous, frumpy styles and often distasteful tones, but no 
longer. Today alfresco furniture can have the same features as indoor 
furniture, mostly thanks to ever more consumers' changing lifestyles and 
entertaining habits, which inspire them to turn outdoor spaces into living 
areas as lavish, relaxing as indoor spaces, a transition confirmed by market 
observers and news agencies, including Miami Herald.

Under the scenario, outdoor furniture becomes a product with considerable 
growth potential, coupled with some interesting trends that are also seen 
in indoor furnishings. While the U.S. market for outdoor furniture is 
estimated by Global Industry Analysts Inc., a publisher of off-the-shelf 
research, to exceed US$5 billion by 2017 as one of the most aggressively 
growing segments of home design, Miami Herald points out that big size; 
modern styling achieved by use of synthetic weaves, performance fabrics 

and other materials as they are used in indoor furnishings; and vivid, bold 
colors as seen in indoor rooms and even apparel have become strong 
appeals in outdoor furniture to Americans.

While echoing Miami Herald’s observation that vibrant, contemporary 
colors and patterns are increasingly applied in outdoor furniture to enhance 
feelings of enjoyment, warmth, comfort, relaxation and many others, 
Abe Abbas, a furniture expert, said in an article on About.com that hand-
wrought aluminum, teak and wicker are among the most popular materials 
used in outdoor furniture, but for different reasons, including lightweight, 
good resistance against weathering, rot and insects, and friendly prices.

Also worth mentioning is that as outdoor spaces are treated by Americans 
as their living rooms, Abbas notes that more and more deep-seating sofas, 
stone and glass coffee tables and end tables are being used in gardens and 

backyards, which are also decorated with pillows, 
indoor and outdoor rugs, plants and containers. In 
short, conventional elements of indoor furnishings 
and interior design are finding their way into outdoor 
furniture for sure.

Deep seating sofas are widely used in outdoor spaces.

Outdoor Furniture | 戶外家具

CENS.com
PRO:  Cast-aluminum Garden Furniture

CENS.com
PRO: Outdoor Furniture

CENS.com
PRO: General Outdoor Furniture

CENS.com
PRO: Metal Tubular Outdoor Furniture

Recommended list of excellent suppliers
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寵物 | Pet Products

Pet Products Market to Remain as Strong as Bond 
between Owners and Pets
American Pet Products Association says 2015 spending on pets to exceed US$60 Bn. in the U.S.
While many people, especially in developing nations, may raise eyebrows 
at news of seemingly extravagant treatment of pets in the West, with 
dog owners willing to pay for pet lodging during their absence and even 
workouts at a gym for pets, the existence of such markets and the prospect 
of their further growths remains promising in many countries, especially 
in developed countries as the U.S., where bonds between owners and 
pets often capture news headlines, one of which involved the American 
hotel heiress Helmsley who left much of her US$12 million estate to her 
Maltese upon her death in 2007. 

Inseparable ties between people and their pets are reflected in pet owners’ 
growing spending on pet care. According to the statistics compiled by the 
American Pet Products Association (APPA), pet owners’ expenditures in 
the country has significantly surged from less than US$30 billion before 
2003 to US$55.72 billion by 2013 and US$58.04 billion by 2014. This 
year’s total expenditures are estimated to exceed US$60 billion.

Of the 2014 total pet owner spending, US$23.04 billion was on food, 
along with US$13.75 billion on supplies and OTC (over-the-counter) 
medicine and US$15.04 billion on veterinary care, according to APPA’s 
statistics. Toys for dogs, especially older dogs, are also notably popular 
with owners, a trend confirmed by the APPA, whose figures show that 
over 38 million dog owners in the country have bought toys for their furry 
pals.

The APPA’s other survey in 2015 also confirms the increasingly close 
owner-pet bonds, which shows that around 37 percent of polled owners 
take their dogs in the car with them, rather than leaving him behind when 
they travel, compared to only 19 percent doing so just a decade ago.

Growing pet ownership is an equally key factor driving sales of pet 
products. The report “U.S. Pet Market Outlook, 2014-2015” by Packaged 
Facts, a market research firm, shows that during 2009-2013, overall 
pet ownership increased from 53.6 percent to 56.5 percent in the U.S., 
indicative of around 66.8 million households with pets.

While older people have been a major driver of pet ownership, more 
youths, however, have also become pet owners now than before. The 
report indicates that there were 29 million Gen Y and Gen X pet owners, 
which was 3.7 million more than Boomer pet owners. In 2013, Gen Y 
owners saw the greatest increase in dog ownership, reaching 49 percent in 
2013 compared to 37 percent in 2011, while Gen X posted an increased 
rate in the ownership of other pets of 11.4 percent in 2013, up from 6.8 
percent in 2012.

Strong demand for specialty pet services fuels growth of pet products and 
supplies as well. The APPA predicts spending on specialty pet services, 
including pet wash, pet grooming, dog training and pet sitting, to soar 
from US$510 billion in 2013 to US$750 billion by 2015. With ever more 
medical studies confirming that interactions with pets are positive to 
treatment regimens for patients, most pet product and services suppliers 
would bet the “pet economy” to keep growing worldwide in the short-
term.

Pet products are a growing market driven by increasing pet ownership that is seen to 
enhance well-being. (photo courtesy of UDN.com).

CENS.com
PRO:  Pet Toys

CENS.com
PRO:  Pet Products

CENS.com
PRO:  Pet-care accessories

Recommended list of excellent suppliers
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Hardware and Accessories | 家用五金產品及配件

Taiwan Supplies Wide-ranging Hardware and Fittings 
for Home and Garden Improvement
Plumbing hardware and locks provide striking examples of Taiwan’s strong presence in the global supply chain
To create comfortable, relaxing and lavish living spaces in homes and 
gardens, a wide spectrum of instruments, fittings and hardware products 
are needed; and Taiwan could be the best source of those products, given 
its high manufacturing reputation and considerable number of well-
established local suppliers who have been well recognized by professional 
buyers worldwide for strong commitment to customer satisfactions and 
quality.

For instance, Taiwan’s faucet and plumbing hardware production is one 
of the best-known industries originating in Taiwan’s central county of 
Changhua. Following over 50 years of development, the industry consists 
of more than 800 makers and related subcontractors, like surface treating 
companies, material suppliers, processing companies and specialized 
machinery makers, together forming a perfectly integrated supply chain 
there to not just sustain the local economy, but satisfy global buyers with 
top quality and value-added manufacturing services.

In fact, no other country in the world has a higher density of faucet and 
plumbing hardware makers within a defined area than Taiwan. At present, 
the island exports NT$60 billion (about US$2 billion) worth of faucets, 
bathroom ware, kitchen fittings, and related accessories annually, mostly to 
North America. Around 80% of the total comes from Changhua.

In addition to a well-integrated supply chain, a time-tested manufacturing 
capability, flexible production, and finely-honed craftsmanship are also 
among the industry’s competitive advantages. Most agree that the current 
success of the industry is the result of manufacturers’ decades-long 
devotion to their core businesses and shared goal of boosting the industry’s 
global status.

For consumers concerned about home security and safety, various locks 
made in Taiwan can also be essential items on their shopping lists, given 
friendly prices and exceptional quality comparable with those from Japan, 
Europe and North America.

Taiwan’s lock industry dates back to the 1950s, when a few manufacturers 
in Pingtung and Chiayi Counties likely used antiquated tools to hammer 
out locks and components. The state of the sector has evolved significantly 
after some 60 years, with most operators able to match advanced rivals 
technologically and qualitatively outdo emerging competitors, also 
enjoying robust growth in exports.

The local industry has 300-400 makers mostly modestly sized and 
concentrated on OEM (original equipment manufacturing) and ODM 
(original design manufacturing). Exports total NT$50-60 billion yearly 
but the total output is likely much higher, as most makers fill downstream 
orders, for furniture, automotive suppliers who then export finished 
products worldwide. The total annual output likely reaches several hundred 
billion New Taiwan dollars. Worth mentioning is that some insiders have 
been able to develop and make high-grade locks, such as EN12320 Grade 
5 padlocks.

Taiwan capably offers most of necessary hardware products and fittings for 
home and garden improvement. (photo courtesy of Massoud & Bros. and 
Kenswell Tube Forming)

KENSWELL TUBE FORMING INC.
PRO: Kitchen R/O Systems

 ABA UFO INTERNATIONAL CORP.
PRO: Locks

MASSOUD & BROS. CO., LTD.
PRO: Locks

A-BELT-LIN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
PRO: Tow Straps

Recommended list of excellent suppliers
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Scissors, Kitchen Tools, Wire Cutter, Stainless Steel Scissors, DIY Tools, Stationery 
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Scope from 
4 cm to 10 cm

Adjustable tree staker 
Feature 
1. To prevent trees are inclined from the strong winds 
2. To Fix newly transplanted trees 
3. Adjust the direction of the growth of branches 
4. Easy to install and re-usable 

No.60,Ln.415,Sec.2,Taihe Rd.,Changhua City,Changhua County 500,Taiwan
Tel:+886-4-7222350                       Fax:+886-4-7232763
E-mail:info@handyman.com.tw     Website:www.handyman.com.tw

HANDYMAN PRODUCTS INT'L CO., LTD.
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Garden Tools, Tools, Lopping Shears, Hedge Shear, Professional Garden, Mini Lopper, Hand Tools, Garden Flower 
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JIIN HAUR INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD / Professional Pruning Shears, Garden Tools, Pruning Shears, Flouer Shears
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IR-Sensor Foucets
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Long Reach Pruner, Shears, Multifunctional Shears, Rotating Ratchet Pruner, Pruner, 
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Pruners, Tree Pruners, Garden Tools, Aluminum Zinc Castings, Household Hardware, Gardening Peripheral Equipment 
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XUAN SHENG INDUSTRIAL CORP. / Hand Tools, Sockets, Wrenches, Tool Boxes/Cases, Auto Hardware
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CHENG YEAU CO., LTD.

NINGBO MAMMOTH HARDWARE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.

Watering & Irrigation 
Equipment

Recommended Advertisers 

CHUANG LION IND. CO., LTD.

NEWBUD INDUSTRIAL CORP.

NINGBO MAMMOTH HARDWARE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.

NEWBUD INDUSTRIAL CORP.
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Wide Collection of Expandable 
Garden Hose

Cheng Yeau Co., Ltd.

Cheng Yeau Co., Ltd., founded in 1993, specializes in making 
gardening products, water hoses, car-washing brushes etc. 
Manufacturing in Taiwan and selling globally, we develop three 
to five new products annually to meet ever-changing demand. 

Our lightweight, easily storable water hoses are of special 
materials in 25~75 foot lengths that are SGS-certified to resist 
water pressure up to 100~150psi for durability without bursting 
or overflow, whose reel is patented in the USA, Taiwan and 
China. 

With monthly production capacity of some 100,000 water 
hoses, we also produce 100,000 monthly water guns, sprayers, 
timers etc. for gardening.

Exporting over 90% of output globally, we handle mainly OEM 
and ODM, with annual revenue of US$500,000~1,000,000. Our 
practical, durable products are sold at reasonable prices with 
excellent after-sales service to fully satisfy customers. Contact 
us for more information.

Cheng Yeau Co., Ltd.

No. 22, Lane 1, Changnan Rd., Sec. 3, Fenyuan Township, Changhua County, Taiwan
Tel:+886-49-2528280~1      Fax:+886-49-2521709  
No.15, Ln. 329, Sec. 1, Yuancao Rd., Fenyuan Township, Changhua County 502, Taiwan 
Tel: 886-49-2520299       Fax: 886-49-2520377  
E-mail: ghose.tw@gmail.com        http://www.garden-supply.com.tw

Spray Guns, Sprinklers, Trigger Nozzles, Pipe, Flat Hoses, Garden Hose Sets, Multi-
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Pliers, Wrench, Hand Tools, Specialized Lawnmower Blade Wrench
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Trigger Nozzle, Fittings Connectors, Spray Wand, Sprinkler, Car Washing Power Nozzle, Brass Fittings, Timer, Misting 
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Sprinklers, Nozzles, Water Wand, Oscillating, Lawn & Garden Products, Hose Nozzles, Hose Connectors, Hose Hangers, 

www.garden-sprinkler.com.tw

Zhangting Industrial Area, Yuyao, Zhejiang Province, China
Tel: 86-574-62988850 ~ 5   Fax: 86-574-62988858
Email: m9999.m597@msa.hinet.net
Website:www.garden-sprinkler.com.tw

Hose nozzles, hose connectors, hose guides, spraying guns, sprinklers
Ningbo Mammoth Hardware Products Co., Ltd.  has long 
been engaged in production and development of garden 
and outdoor hardware and accessories. 

With years of efforts on upgrading production capability, 
the company has achieved excellent integration of production 
resources, able to handle full production processes from mold 
development and design, plasticinjection and production to 
packaging. Competitive prices and punctual delivery are surely 
guaranteed to customers. At present, the company has 
installed sound lines of pinstalled sound lines of precision  production equipment at 
its two plants, one   each in China and Taiwan, effectively 
enhancing  exibility in capacity.

The company supplies a full range of  owering products, 
including hose nozzles, hose connectors, hose hangers, 
stationary sprinklers, hose repair kits,  ower-shaped hose 
guides, rain gauges with holders, spraying guns, plastic 
rooster wind vanes,  vinyl hose washers, , etc., as well as 
related accessories and hardware for gardening. 

Staying concentrated on quality, prices and customer 
services, the company has effectively exported its products 
to Europe, the U.S., Canada and Australia. Also, the company, 
backed by seasoned experience and a skillful R&D team, has 
been reputed as a reliable OEM and ODM in the line. 
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Sprinklers, Garden Cart, Small Hose-Reel Trolley, 2-way Hose Reel, Deluxe Hose Hanger
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Trigger Nozzle, Fittings Connectors, Spray Wand, Sprinkler, Car Washing Power Nozzle, Brass Fittings, Timer, Misting 
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SUNHUI NEXI DEVICE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Outdoor Lighting 
& Fixtures
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Scissors, Kitchen Tools, Wire Cutter, Stainless Steel Scissors, DIY Tools, Stationery 
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buyerservice@cens.com
CENS.com

CENS.com
Finds your way out!

A complete guide to Taiwan & China Suppliers.

Lost & Confused

Over 40 years of experience

Customized LIVE sourcing service

Suppliers with exceptional quality
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JIOUN CHURAN CO., LTD.

Power Gardening 
Tools & Parts
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Sprinklers, Nozzles, Water Wand, Oscillating, Lawn & Garden Products, Hose Nozzles, Hose Connectors, Hose Hangers, 

Lawn Mower Parts and Accessories

Manufacturer & Exporter

155-1 Fanhua Rd., Chinhsing Village, Hsiushui Hsiang, Changhua, Taiwan          Tel: 886-4-768-1720       
E-mail: n7684849@ms21.hinet.net                  http://www.mower.com.tw               Fax: 886-4-768-4265  

JIOUN CHURAN CO., LTD.

Throttle Control Parts
Hardware Items
Cables
Plugs & Wrenches
Pulleys
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ABA UFO INTERNATIONAL CORP.

Hardware and 
Accessories
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Lock, Cable Locks, Door Lock Set, Cam Lock, Vending Machine, Cylinder Locks, Padlocks, Computer Locks, Laptop 
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Seat Safty Belt, Buckle Kinds, Industrial Saftty Belt, Tie Down, Hardware, Lift Sling, Round Sling, Racing Belt, Pads 
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Wheels & Rollers, Locks, Cylinders & Accessories, Sliding Window & Door Hardware, Entrance Door & Storefront 
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Roller Type Automatic Shot Blast Machine, Oscillating Type Automatic Shot Blast Machine, Foundry Equipment and 
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Product Sourcing for 
Global Buyers

Source in your own language
         Less work but more productivity 

e-Age
CENS Global Pass, the Newest Sourcing Tool

9 languages for global accessibility

buyerservice@cens.com
CENS.com

Scan for iPad & iPad mini

See more by 
other language

Japanese Russian Spanish Portuguese German Arabic Chinese French
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